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Daihatsu to Release COPEN Coupe Mini Sports Cars with Sales Limited to 200
Units
Fiscal 2019 marks fifth anniversary of the COPEN—commemorative events to commence at
the Tokyo Auto Salon 2019

Front (model equipped with accessories)

Rear (model equipped with accessories)

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Daihatsu”) will release the 200 COPEN Coupe mini sports cars,
with sales limited to 200 units. A pre-release version of the model will be exhibited at the Tokyo Auto Salon
2019, while order applications from interested customers will be accepted via a dedicated website from
January 11, 2019. Production and delivery of the vehicles are scheduled for April 2019 onward.
Launched in June 2014, the COPEN is a mini convertible sports vehicle that utilizes a new D-Frame
framework structure and Dress-Formation changeable interior and exterior structure to realize impressive
driving performance and to enable owners to express their individuality. It is available in three distinct
designs: the COPEN Robe, the COPEN XPLAY, and the COPEN Cero. The COPEN has also been at the
heart of “Love Local by Daihatsu”—a series of activities aimed at creating Daihatsu fans—and thereby
contributed to enhancing the image of the Daihatsu brand.
The COPEN Coupe is a production version of the concept car that was exhibited at Tokyo Auto Salon
2016. It received widespread praise after it was exhibited, leading Daihatsu to develop a production
version to meet the expectations of its customers. Based on the COPEN Cero, the COPEN Coupe is a
genuine coupe equipped with a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic hardtop. Designed on the themes of
“elegance” and “emotiveness,” the car is characterized by a flowing exterior that unifies the entire vehicle,
from its roof to its trunk and rear end.
In addition, in fiscal 2019, the existing COPEN models will celebrate their fifth anniversaries, and Daihatsu
intends to commemorate this milestone achievement. First, the company will exhibit the COPEN Cero
Sport Premium Edition at the Tokyo Auto Salon 2019 to propose a new style, alongside the COPEN
Coupe. Going forward, Daihatsu will also work together with its sales companies to proactively hold fan
meetings in order to strengthen communications with its customers. In this way, the company will seek to
use the COPEN to increase the number of Daihatsu fans through both MONODUKURI and
KOTODUKURI activities.
Based on its
Light you up approach, going forwards Daihatsu will continue to provide optimal
mobility to every one of its customers, and cater to their needs via its extended range of mini and compact
vehicles.
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Overview of the COPEN Coupe
Design
- Designed on the themes of “elegance” and “emotiveness,” the car is characterized by a flowing exterior
that unites the entire vehicle from the roof to the trunk and rear end.
Specifications and equipment
- The COPEN Coupe is a limited edition model, and will be available in a single grade with four different
specifications
- The hardtop is made using Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic—a lightweight yet sturdy material—while
luggage can be loaded and unloaded using the retractable glass hatch
- A MOMO leather-wrapped steering wheel is equipped as standard (the CVT model comes with paddle
shifters)
- Front Super Limited Slip Differential gears, which increase stability while cornering, are equipped as
standard*1 for improved driving performance
- BBS forged aluminum wheels are equipped as standard
- The COPEN Coupe uses eXeview®*2, the world’s first auti-fogging glass*3 (front glass with anti-fogging
coating)
- The COPEN Coupe is a limited edition model, and each vehicle will be given a unique serial number
Body color

Transmission
CVT
MT
CVT
MT

Britishgreenmica
Pearl whiteⅢ

Front super
LSD
○
○

Interior color
Beige interior
Black interior

*1 Equipped only to MT vehicles
*2 eXeview® is a registered trademark of AGC Inc.
*3 The world’s auti-fogging glass to be used in driver lines of sight; correct as of December 19, 2018, according to research by Daihatsu

<Dealer option>
- To mark the launch of the COPEN Coupe, a new sports muffler and suspension kit will be made
available as a dealer’s option in collaboration with HKS Co., Ltd.

Application procedure and period
Number of units

200

Application period

January 11, 2019, 14:00–February 11, 2019, 18:00
Applications accepted via the following dedicated webpage on the official
Copen.jp website:
https://coupe.copen.jp/

Application
procedure

*If more than 200 applications are received, a lottery will be held
Negotiation period

Negotiations and orders scheduled to take place at sales companies from
late February onward

Production
delivery dates

Scheduled for April onward

and
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*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price (including consumption tax)*
Car name

Engine

COPEN Coupe

TC*4

Transmission
CVT
MT

Drive
2WD

Price (yen)
2,484,000*5
2,505,600*5

*4 Turbo Charger
*5 Prices are 21,600 yen higher (including consumption tax) for models with Pearl White III body color. Prices are 10,800 yen hi gher
(including consumption tax) in Hokkaido.

** All prices shown include consumption tax. Prices do not include recycling costs.
** Vehicles have been modified and must therefore undergo inspections at regional transportation bureaus. Vehicles are
not eligible for eco-car tax exemptions.

Reference COPEN Price range(including consumption tax)
COPEN Robe Price range
：1,852,200～2,073,600 yen
COPEN XPLAY Price range
：1,852,200～2,073,600 yen
COPEN Cero Price range
：1,906,200～2,127,600 yen

